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We consider predicative type-abstraction disciplines based on type quantification 
with tinitely stratified levels. These lie in the vast middle ground between quantitier- 
free parametric abstraction and full impredicative abstraction. Stratified poly- 
morphism has an unproblematic set-theoretic semantics, and may lend itself to 
new approaches to type inference, without sacrificing useful expressive power. Our 
main technical result is that the functions representable in the finitely stratified 
polymorphic I-calculus are precisely the super-elementary functions, i.e., the class &a 
in Grzegorczyk’s subrecursive hierarchy. This implies that there is no super-elemen- 
tary bound on the length of optimal normalization sequences, and that the equality 
problem for finitely stratified polymorphic i-expressions is not super-elementary. 
We also observe that finitely stratified polymorphism augmented with type recur- 
sion admits functional algorithms that are not typable in the full second order 
I.-calculus. f? 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
Type disciplines for programming languages attempt to strike a 
balance between three often conflicting aims: expressive power, simplicity 
and methodological coherence, and user friendly implementability. The 
trade-off between these aims can be seen in the contrast between two 
main paradigms of polymorphic typing: parametric quantifier-free 
polymorphism, as in ML, vs. Girard and Reynolds’s impredicative quan- 
titicational discipline F, (Girard, 1972; Reynolds, 1974). The former is user 
friendly by virtue of its (in practice) fast type inference mechanism, but it 
lacks the power of full type quantification, and it suffers from certain 
anomalies (Mycroft, 1984; Peyton-Jones, 1987). The latter has great 
expressive power, well beyond current programming needs, but it is 
probably too powerful to allow computationally feasible user friendly 
facilities, such as type inference. 
We discuss here another potential ingredient in the design of type dis- 
ciplines for programming languages, namely stratzjkation of type abstrac- 
tion, which engenders a whole spectrum of disciplines between quantifier- 
free parametric polymorphism and full quantificational polymorphism. It 
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therefore has the potential both of clarifying theoretical issues concerning 
polymorphic typing, and of serving as an ingredient in language design. 
The idea of stratifying abstraction into levels goes back to the Ramified 
Type Theory of (Russell, 1908; Whitehead and Russell, 1910), whose pur- 
pose was to circumvent the antinomies of Naive Set Theory. It was revived 
in the 1950’s (e.g., (Kreisel, 1960; Wang, 1954, 1962)) in relation to 
Predicative Analysis. Stratification of type abstraction in the polymorphic 
I-calculus (and related typed programming languages) seems to originate 
with (Statman, 1981). 
The purpose of stratification is to avoid impredicative abstraction: a 
second order type r = Vr. CJ has f ranging over all types, including t itself. 
To circumvent this circularity, one stipulates that types fall into levels, with 
the base level consisting exactly of those types whose definition involves no 
type quantification. The next level consists of types whose definition may 
use quantification over types of the base level, and so on. This eliminates 
circularity, since in a type z = VP. CJ the type variable t” ranges over types 
of level n, excluding r since level(z) > hel(t”) = n. The construction of 
levels can proceed into translinite ordinals, by taking at limit ordinals r the 
union over lower levels: in Vti.a the variable t5 ranges over types of levels 
~5. This extension, albeit translinite, has natural fragments with poten- 
tially useful finite presentations (Leivant, 1989). In this paper we focus on 
finite stratification, deferring to a future paper the treatment of translinite 
stratification and other transfinite type constructions (Leivant, 1990b). 
Our main technical result (Theorem 22) is that the numeric functions 
representable in the finitely stratified polymorphic A-calculus are precisely 
the super-elementary functions. In Section 2 we show that every super- 
elementary function is representable, and in Section 3 we show the 
converse. An outline of the proof appeared in (Leivant, 1989). 
In Section 4 we derive limitative results on finitely stratified poly- 
morphism from the characterization above: there is no super-elementary 
bound on the length of optimal reduction sequences (Theorem 24), and 
the equality problem for the finitely stratified lb-calculus is not super- 
elementary (Theorem 25). 
In the final Section 5 we consider stratified polymorphism with recursive 
types. It is known that, in spite of the computational strength of F,, certain 
simple numeric functional algorithms, such as Maurey’s algorithm for 
branching on inequality, cannot be typed in it (Krivine, 1987). We point 
out that Maurey’s example can be typed in the finitely stratified calculus 
augmented by recursive types. 
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1. THE FINITELY STRATIFIED POLYMORPHIC ~-CALCULUS 
1.1. Stratification 
The finitely stratified polymorphic lambda calculus, SF,, is similar to 
Girard and Reynolds’s second order lambda calculus F, (Girard, 1972; 
Reynolds, 1974) except that types are classified into levels 0, 1, . . . . Type 
expressions z and their levels L(r) are defined inductively: 
l For each level k = 0, 1, . . . there is a denumerable supply of type 
variables of level k: tk, t:, tf, . . . . (We omit the level superscript when it is 
irrelevant or clear from the context.) A type variable of level k is also a type 
expression of level k. 
l If cr and z are type expressions, of levels p and q respectively, then 
cr + r is a type expression of level max(p, q). 
l If z is a type expression of level p, then Vtq.z is a type expression of 
level max(p, q + 1). 
Thus, the level of a type expression r is the largest of L(t) for t free in r 
and L(t) + 1 for t bound in r. 
Expressions E and their types type(E) are defined inductively: 
. For each type expression r there is a denumerable supply of object 
variables of type z : x’, xi, . . . . x:, . . . . t is the type ofx*. (We omit type super- 
scripts when irrelevant or clear from the context.) An object variable of 
type r is also an expression of type r. 
l If E is an expression of type 0, then Lx’. E is an expression of type 
T + a. 
l If E is an expression of type r -+ (T, and F an expression of type r, 
then EF is an expression of type Q. 
l If E is an expression of type r, then At. E is an expression of type 
Vt.r. 
l If E is an expression of type Vtk.z, and L(a) < k, then Ea is an 
expression of type z[a/t]. (z[a/t] is the result of simultaneously sub- 
stituting (T for all free occurrences of t in z, after renaming bound variables 
in z to avoid binding of variables free in a.) Note that if L(a) > k then Ea 
is not legal. 
We define the level L(E) of a A-expression E as L( type(E)). For n = 
0, 1, . ..) S”F, denotes the restriction of SF, to expressions of level <n. Thus, 
S’F, allows no type quantification, and is equivalent to the simply typed 
I-calculus, F, . Clearly, the quantifier-free parametric polymorphism of ML, 
as well as its extension defined in (Kfoury, Tyurin, and Urzyczyn, 1988) 
(without recursive types, in both cases), is contained in S’F,. 
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A set theoretic model theory for SF, is fairly straightforward, and does 
not face the complicatons of providing a semantic for F, (Reynolds, 1984; 
Reynolds and Plotkin, 1990). A semantics for a fragment of SF, is 
described in (Mitchell and Harper, 1988). 
1.2. Reductions and Normalization 
Like FZ, SF, has object P-reductions: (%x.E)F reduces to E[F/x], and 
type P-reductions: (nr.E)o reduces to E[o/t]. It is easy to verify, by 
induction on expressions, that object and type /&reductions, as well as 
q-reductions, preserve the correctness of expressions with respect to the 
stratification condition on type application. 
Clearly, every sequence of successive reductions in SF, is finite (and 
terminates with a normal expression), by Girard’s Strong Normalization 
Theorem for F, (Girard, 1972), since every expression of SF, becomes an 
expression of F, when stripped of level labels. We write norm(E) for the 
normal form of E. In Section 3 we prove directly a normalization theorem 
for SF,, with far sharper computational bounds. 
1.3. The Scope of SF, 
This paper focuses on representation of numeric functions in SF,. An 
orthogonal question is the delineation of the A-expressions that can, 
individually, be assigned types in SF, or in S”F, (n 2 0). This issue has 
been tackled by Pawel Urzyczyn, who has announced the following results 
(private communication, July 1990): 
l The typing power of SF, (for individual expressions) is strictly 
weaker than that of F2 : The expression (E..u..u?fx)(E,z.~~,-) can be typed in 
F, but not in SF,. 
l For each n, S” + ’ F, has greater typing power than S”F,: Let 
G, =,s~.-=, G,,+l =dfiy.yG,y; then G,,+, is typable in S’+‘FZ, but not 
in SF,. 
2. THE SUPER-ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS ARE REPRESENTABLE 
2.1. Function Representation 
The Church numerals in the untyped i-calculus are the expressions 
n = df hE”Z. s Cn’z, n = 0, 1, . . . . 
where the bracketed superscript denotes iteration. In every typed A-calculus 
there are, for each type 2, Church numerals over t, 
n -vCrl =dT ;Is’ - ‘k’,sC”lz, n = 0, 1, . . 
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These expressions are of type v[r] =df (t -+ t) + (t -+ z). We write v*[r] 
for the sequence of types v”[z] =df~[t], . . . . v”‘[r] =df~i[r] -+ vi[r] = 
v[v’-‘[r]]. (We let v-‘[z] =dl~ and ~‘[t] =dfr+r.) 
In SF, there are, for each k > 0, level-k polymorphic numerals 
of type vk =,,r Vt”.v[t]. These polymorphic numerals are stratified variants 
of the polymorphic numerals of Fortune (1979) and O’Donnell (1979). We 
write \I* for the set (vklk ZO}. 
An expression E of type a1 + . . + aP -+ z represents a p-ary recursive 
function F (with inputs of types a1, . . . . aP and output of type z) if the 
conditions Fn, “‘nP = m and E(fi,)“’ ... (E,)“P=~~ fi’ are equivalent. If 
aI= . . . = aP = z we say that the representation of H is r. 
If L is a typed I-calculus (that contains the rules of F,), and if each one 
of T and S is a type, a sequence of types, or a set of types, then Rep,( T; S) 
will denote the set of functions representable in L with inputs of types out 
of T, and output of type out of S. We say that a function in RepsFz= 
Rep,,:( v.+ ; v.+) is, simply, representable. 
2.2. Representation of Basic Functions 
LEMMA 1. Z (the constant zero function), S (successor), +, and x are 
in Rep,,(vCOl; vCO1). 
The proof is well-known and goes back to Church (see, e.g., (Fortune, 
Leivant, and O’Donnell, 1983)). 
A function f is defined by recurrence from g and h if 
f(O, x')=g(a 
f(Sy, X')=h(f(y, 3, Y, 3. 
If y is not a direct argument of h in the second equation, i.e., f(Sy, x') = 
h(f (y, x’), .?), then f is said to be defined from g and h by iteration. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose f is defined by iteration from g, h E Rep,(z; z). Then 
fERep,(z, vC~l;z). 
ProoJ: Suppose G and H represent g and h in L, with inputs 
and output of type z. Then f is represented by the expression 
F =dT AyVr”P. y(,Iu’. Hu.?)( Gx’). 4 
From Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain: 
LEMMA 3. If f is defined by one iteration from Z, S, +, and x , then 
f c Rep,,(v*COl; vCO1). 
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2.3. Type Umformization 
LEMMA 4. Rep,,(v*[O]; v[O]) c RepSlF2(vo; vO). 
Proof: Suppose a function f is represented by an expression 
Ax, . ..Lq.,.E, of type v”[O] + ... -+ vim[O] --+ v[O]. Let y,, . . . . ym be fresh 
variables of type v0 = V’t’. v [ t]. Then Y, = df yi ( vA ~ ‘[t ] ) is a correctly typed 
expression, of type v[vAP2[t]] = v”[t] (i= 1, .,., m). Let E’ be the same as 
E, except that every free occurrence of xi is replaced by Y;. Then E’ is a 
correctly typed expression (by induction on E), of type v[t]. Hence At. E’ 
is of type Vt.v[t] =vo, and Ay, . Ay,.At.E’ is an expression that 
represents f over vo. 1 
LEMMA 5. &@‘*[V,]; Vo) E Rep,,&‘, ; Vo). 
Proof The proof is the same as for Lemma 4, except for the type 
abstraction, Suppose f is represented by some expression Ax r . . x,. E, of 
type vjl[vo] -+ ... -+ vjm[vo] + vo. Let y, . . . y, be fresh variables, of type 
~~vj,,,~ ,~~~~Yi’,Y~lr,‘,‘~~~~ . IS a correctly typed expression (since 
vo 70 “-‘[vo]] = vJ[vo]. Let E’ be E with each x, 
replaced by Yi. Then Ayy, ... y,. E’ is an expression that represents f with 
inputs of type v1 and output of type vo. 1 
LEMMA 6. If f is defined by two iterations from Z, S, +, and x , then 
f~RePS~FI(vI; vo). 
Proof Suppose f is defined by iteration from functions g, h, that 
are in turn defined by iteration from Z, S, +, and x . Then 
g, h E RepFl(v*[O]; v[O]), by Lemma 3; so g, h E RepSIFz(vO; v,), by 
Lemma 4. Therefore, by Lemma 2, f E Rep,l,z(v*[vo]; v,), from which 
f E Rep,I,,(v, ; v,), by Lemma 5. 1 
2.4. Closure of Representable Functions under Elementary Operations 
The proof of Lemma 2 can be refined, to apply to additional forms of 
recurrence, as follows. For types z, (T, define 
(z,o)=dlvtl.(Zj(T~t)--tt, where I = max(L(z), L(a)). 
LEMMA 7. Suppose g is representable (in SF,) with inputs of types p’ and 
output of type z, and h is representable with inputs of types z, 0, p’ (where o 
is v[t] for some 5 or v, for some I) and output of type t. Then the function 
f defined by recurrence from g, h is representable with inputs of types 
v[(z, o)], p’ and output of type z. 
ProoJ: The proof builds on Kleene’s representation of the predecessor 
function (see, e.g., Fortune, Leivant, and O’Donnell, 1983)). We use 
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polymorphism to define a pairing function for expressions of different type. 
For type r, O, let 
PTa=dfW, y”.flt.iuT’““.uxy ( PTu is of type r + (T --f (7, CJ)). 
If A, B are expressions of types t, 6, respectively, then we write (A, B) for 
P’“AB. For an expression E of type (T, (T) we let (E), abbreviate 
E~(kc’y”.x), and (E)2 abbreviate Ecr(lxTyu. y). Then ((A, B)), =B A, and 
((4 B))z =p B. 
Let G and H represent g and h, respectively, with inputs and outputs as 
stipulated in the lemma. Let s represent the successor function over C. 
Define 
&+‘,“‘. (H(q), (q)z 2, s((qL)) 
(Gx’, Ob) 
Then F represents f as required. m 
Note that the proof above only requires that the output type of H be the 
same as the type of its first input. We conclude that the schemas of bounded 
iterated sum and bounded iterated product preserve representability: 
LEMMA 8. If a E RepsFz, then C,, II, E RepsF2, where X,( y, 2) = 
xi< j a(i, x’), and lZ,(y, 2) = n,, j a(i, 2). 
Proof: We have 
C,(O, 2) = 0 
C,(y + 1, -3 = CAY, -3 + a(y, -3, 
H,(O, 2) = 1 
flab + 4 3 = HAY, 3 .a(~, 2). 
The “recurrence functions” h(z, y, 2) used in these schemas are, respec- 
tively, z + a(y, x’), and z. a( y, 2). Suppose a is representable by A, with 
inputs of types 0, p’ and output of type t. Let H =dl Iz’y”x’.Fz(Ayx’), where 
F represents addition over z. Then H represents z + a(y, x’), with output 
and first input of type 7. By Lemma 7, it follows that .X0 is represented. The 
proof for n, is similar. m 
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2.5. Closure of Representable Functions under Composition 
LEMMA 9. Iff E Rep,,z(v,; vk), and d>O, then f E RepsF,(v,+d; v~+~). 
Proof: A straightforward induction on expressions shows that lifting all 
levels by d preserves legal typing. Hence, if E represents f with inputs of 
type v, and output of type vk, and E’ arises from E by replacing each level 
label q by q + d, then E’ represents f with inputs of type v,+ d and output 
Of type Vk+d. m  
LEMMA 10. Suppose f E Reps,(v,, . . . vI,; v,,). Let q 3 li (i = 1, . . . . m). 
ThenfERep,,,Cv,; vol. 
Proof Suppose that f is represented by j-x, ‘x,,,. E, of type 
vI, + . + vim + vo. Let y, . . yrn be fresh variables of type vy Set Yi =dl 
/It/l. yit, and let E’ =dT E[ Y,/x, . .. Y,,/x,]. By induction on E, E’ is seen 
to be a legal expression, and E[nV’/xi] =p E’[fiY~/yj], for all n 20. Thus 
ly, . . . y,. E’ is a legal expression that represents f with inputs of type vq 
and output of type vO. 1 
LEMMA 11. Suppose that f(x’)=h(g(.?)), where .?=(x,....Y,,), g= 
(Sl . . . gk), gi E RepsF2 (i = 1, . . . . k), and h E RepsF2. Then f E RepsF2. 
Proof By Lemma 10 there is a sufficiently large q such that each g, is 
represented by an expression Gi with inputs of type vy and output of type 
vg (i = 1) . ..) k), and with h represented by an expression H with inputs of 
type vq and output of type vO. By Lemma 9 there are expressions G: 
representing g; with inputs of type vZy and output of type vq. Thus, 
represents f with inputs of type v+ and output of type vO. 1 
2.6. All Super-Elementary Functions are Representable 
The Grzegorczyk class gk (k>O) is generated by composition and 
bounded recurrence from Z, S, the projection functions, and the function 
Fk, where F,=,,S, F, =df,I~.2~, F,=,,ix.x*, and Fk+l(~x)=dl.F~-‘l(~) for 
k > 2 (FL”] being the nth iterate of F). &j is Kalmar’s class of elementary 
functions, and the functions in &d are dubbed super-elementary. We have 
&S? = Uk Ek (Grzegorczyk, 1953). (For details see, e.g., (Rose, 1984).) 
The following is stated in (Statman, 1981) without proof. 
LEMMA 12. Every super-elementary function is representable in SF,. 
Proof. The predecessor function is in Rep,,(v*[O]; v[O]) (see (Fortune, 
Leivant, and O’Donnell, 1983)), so, by Lemma 4, also in Rep&v,; vO). By 
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Lemma 2 the cut-off subtraction function is then in Rep,,,(v*[vo]; v,), and 
so also in Rep,rz( vi ; vO), by Lemma 5. 
The initial primitive recursive functions are trivially representable, as is 
addition (Lemma 1). By Lemma 8, the class of representable functions is 
closed under bounded iterated sum and product, and by Lemma 11 also 
under composition. Since &7x is the same as the class of functions generated 
from the initial functions, +, and -, by composition, bounded iterated 
sum, and bounded iterated product (Grzegorczyk, 1953), it follows that all 
elementary functions are representable. 
Since F4 is defined from addition by two iterations, it follows from 
Lemma 6 that F4 is also representable. 
A standard construction shows that bounded recurrence can be defined 
in terms of composition with elementary functions, bounded minimaliza- 
tion and bounded quantification. (The construction is essentially due to 
Kleene; see, e.g., (Rose, 1984, proof of Theorem 1.3.1, p. 1 l), where 
bounded product is also used.) Bounded minimalization and bounded 
quantification are easily definable in terms of elementary functions and 
bounded sum and product (see, e.g., (Rose, 1984, Sect. I)). It follows, by 
Lemma 8, that the class of representable functions is closed under bounded 
recurrence. 
The lemma now follows from the definition above of &d. i 
3. THE REPRESENTABLE FUNCTIONS ARE SUPER-ELEMENTARY 
3.1. Complexity of Cuts 
For a A-expression E, a sub-expression F of E is a cut if F is the left 
immediate sub-expression of a redex FG or Fc in E. We write cut(E) for 
the set of cut sub-expressions of E. 
Define the following functions on expressions E and types t: 
CL(E) =dfmax(L(F) 1 FE cut(E)} 
D,(r) =df negative-nesting count in z of subtypes of level 2 1; i.e., 
Dl(fk) =a 
0 if kc1 
1 otherwise 
DAa + ~1 =df mWD,(a), D,(r)) 
for I > 0, where 
Sx=,,ifx=OthenOelsex+ 1 
D,(Vtk. z) =df max(l, D,(z)) 
if k+131 
DAt) otherwise 
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D,(E) =df D,(fype(E)) 
cD,(E)=,,max{D,(F)~FEcut(E)) 
CD(E) =df CD,(E), where I = CL(E) 
d,,(E) =a 
i 
:, 
ifEisaredexGa, with L(G)>landD,(G)>d 
otherwise 
Mld( E) =dr the maximal length of any chain of nested redexes Ga 
with L(G) 3 I and D,(G) > d; i.e., 
Mld(X) =df” 
MdGW =df SdGfO + maxWAG), Mdff)), 
M,ci(Ga) =a I, + MM(G) 
Md2x.G) =a M,(G) 
MAAt. (-3 =df MM(G) 
ME) =df MM(E), where I = CL(E) and d = CD(E). 
Note that Dk(t) d D,(r) for k > 1, by the definition of D,. 
3.2. Preservation of Cut-Complexity under Substitution 
LEMMA 13. Suppose that CL(E), CL(F), L(F) 6 1, and CD,(E), CD,(F), 
D,(F) <d. Let E’ zdf E[F/x]. Then CL(E’) < I, and CD,(E’) < d. 
Proof: Induction on E, by cases. 
1. E is a variable y. If y is x, then E’= F; otherwise E’= E. In either 
case the lemma is immediate. 
2. E is of the form E,, E, , so E’ = Eb E; (where E,! -df Ei [F/x]). By 
induction assumption CL( El) d I and CD, (El) < d (i = 0, 1). 
There are three sub-cases. 
2(i) E’ is not a redex. Then CL(E’)=max(CL(E&), CL(E;))< I, 
and CD,(E’) = max(CD,(Eb), CD,(E;)) < d. 
2(ii) E is a redex. Then L(E,,) < I, D,(E,) < d. Since type(Eb) = 
type(E,), these imply L(Eb) < f, D,(Eb) cd. Hence CL(E’) = max(CL(Eb), 
CL(E’,), L(Eb)) < 1, CD,(E’) = max(CD,(E&), CD,(E;), D,(Eb)) < d. 
2(iii) E’ is a redex, but E is not a redex. Then E,, = x and 
E’ = FE;. Since L(F) < 1 and D,(F) < d, CL( E’) = max( CL( Eb), 
CL(E;), L(F)) d 1, and CD,(E’) = max(CD,(Eb), CD,(E;), D,(F)) < d. 
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3. E is of the form lu.E,. Then CL(E) = CL(E,)<I and CD,(E)= 
CD,(E,) cd, so CL(E’) = CL(Eb) < 1 and CD,(E’) = CD,(&) < d, by 
induction assumption. 
4. E is of the form At.E, or of the form E,o. These are similar to 
case (3). 1 
LEMMA 14. Suppose L(E)< 1, D,(E) < d, and L(o)< 1. Let E’=df 
E[o/t]. Then L(E’) < I and D,(E’) < d. 
Proof If z is the type of a cut in E, then r’ =df z[a/t] is the type of the 
corresponding cut in E’. If L(7) < 1, then L(z’) < 1. If L(7) = Z, then, by a tri- 
vial induction on z, L(Y) = L(7) Q 1, and D,(7’) = D,(7), so D,(F) cd. 1 
3.3. Canonical Reductions 
Let E be a I-expression. A redex Ga in E (where CI is a type or a 
i-expression) is canonical if it is an innermost cut of the largest level-degree 
complexity in E; that is, f=,, L(G) = CL(E), d=dTD,(G) = CD(E), 
M,(G) = 0, and, if c1 is a J-expression, M,d(cc) = 0. 
E reduces canonically to E’, E ac E’, if E’ is the result of reducing all 
canonical redexes of E (the order makes no difference, since no canonical 
redex occurs within another). 
LEMMA 15. Suppose E ac E’, CL(E) = I, CD(E) = d. Then CL(E’) ,< 1, 
CD,(E’) < d, and M,d(E’) < M,d(E). 
Proof. By induction on E. The only non-trivial case is where E is a 
(unique) canonical redex of itself. We have two cases, corresponding to the 
two sorts of redex. 
Case 1. E is of the form (Ax’.Ez)F, and E’-E,[F/x]. Since E is a 
critical redex, L(7 --f 0) = 1, DJ7 + G) = d, and M,(E,) = Mid(F) = 0. We 
claim that D,(F)<d: if L(F)= L(t)<& then D,(F)=O<d (d>O, by 
definition of CD); if L(F)=I, then D,(7) < D/(7 + a) =d. Thus, by 
Lemma 13, CL(E’) < 1 and CD,(E’) < d, so M&E’) = 0 < 1 = M,(E). 
Case 2. E is of the form (As.EO)o, and E’ E EO[o/t]. By the stratifica- 
tion condition on type application, L(o) $ L(s) < 1. Hence, by Lemma 14, 
L(E’) < I and D,(E’) cd, so Mld(E’) = 0 < 1= Mid(E). 1 
For a A-expression E, let p(E) =df (CL(E), CD(E), M(E)). 
LEMMA 16. if E jc E’, then p(E’) < p(E), where < is the lexicographic 
ordering. 
Proof. Let l= CL(E), d = CD(E), m = M(E), I’ = CL( E’), d’ = CD(E’), 
and m’ = M( E’). 
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By Lemma 15, 1’~ I. If 1’ <I, then p(E’) <p(E). If I’ = 1, then ti’ = 
CD,,(E’) = CD,(E’) < CD(E) = d, by Lemma 15. If d’ cd, then p(E’) < 
p(E). If d= d’, then m’= CM(E’) = CM,,,,(E’) = CA4,d(E’) < CD(E) = m, 
again by Lemma 15. 1 
3.4. Super-Elementary Bounds on Length of Normal Forms 
For an expression E, let 
GD(E)=,,max{D,(F)IFasub-expressionofE,l<L(E)), 
1 El =df the height of the applicative part of E, 
i.e., 
1x1 = 0 
IFGl =max(lFl, ICI)+ 1 
lFz[ = IFI + 1 
IAx.FI = Ilt.FI = JFI. 
We collect some trivial properties of these measures in the following: 
LEMMA 17. 1. D,(E) d GD(E)for all 1; 
2. M,(E)< /El for all 1, d; 
3. If E=c-, E’, then JE’l<2.IEI (and so M(E’)<2.IEl), and 
GD(E’) < GD( E). 
We define primitive recursive functions h,, 12 0, by the following recur- 
sions with parameter substitution (cf., e.g., (Rose, 1984, Sect. 1.3): 
h,(O, 0, x, g) = x 
h,(d, m + 1, x, g) = h,(d, m, 2.~ g) 
h,(d+ 1, 0, x, g) = h,(d, .x, x, g) 
h,, ,(O, 0, x, 8) = h,(g, x, x, g). 
Clearly, each h, is non-decreasing in each one of its arguments, since we use 
in the definitions only non-decreasing functions. Also, h,(Z) > h,(Z) for 
k > 1. (Detailed proofs are by nested inductions on 1, d, g, and m.) 
LEMMA 18. h, is super-elementar.v for all 1. 
Proof. Let 
q(O,m,x)=2”.x 
q(d + 1, m, x) = 2rl’d,m,r) . q(d, m, x). 
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The function q is defined by a single recurrence from elementary functions, 
and is therefore super-elementary (see, e.g., (Rose, 1984) or (Schwichten- 
berg, 1969)). 
Claim 1. q(d, m+ 1, x)= q(d, m, 2x) for all arguments. The proof is 
straightforward by induction on d. 
Claim 2. q(d, x, x) = q(d+ 1, 0, x) for all arguments. Again, a 
straightforward induction on d. 
Claim 3. h,(d, m, x, g) = q(d, m, x) for all arguments. The proof is by 
main induction on d, using Claim 2, and secondary induction on m, using 
Claim 1. 
Claim 4. h,+,(d, m, x, g) =h,(g, q(d, m, x), q(d, m, x), g) for all I and 
all arguments. The proof is by main induction on d and secondary induc- 
tion on m. We have 
= hk r(d, m, 2x1, v(d m, 2x1, g) by induction assumption 
= Mg, rl(d, m + 1, -u), rl(d, m + 1, xl, g) by Claim 1, 
and 
4, i(d+ LO, x, g) 
= 4, ,(d, x, x, g) 
= hAgv r(d x, xl, r1(4 x, XL g) by induction assumption 
= hk v(d+ 1, 0, x), ul(d+ 1, 0, .u), g) by Claim 2. 
It now follows that every h, is super-elementary, by induction on 1. Claim 3 
establishes the induction’s basis. h,, , is defined by composition from q and 
h,, which by the induction assumption is super-elementary; hence hl+, is 
super-elementary. 1 
LEMMA 19. Zfy(E) = (1, d, m) then Inorm(E)I d h,(d, m, IE], G&E)). 
Proof: By (course-of-value) induction on (I, d, m), i.e., main induction 
on I, secondary induction on d, and ternary induction on m. 
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If m = 0, then E is normal and E = E’, I = d= 0. We have (norm(E)I = 
PI= MO, 0, IEI, g) for any g. 
Suppose M(E)=m+ 1. Let E=,E’, so M,d(E’)=m, and IE’I <2./EI. 
Case 1. L(E’) = 1 and D(E’) = d, so M(E’) = M,,(E’) = m. 
Inorm(E)I = [norm( 
<Ud, m, IE’I, GNE’)) 
G h(d, m, 2. IEI, WEI) 
by induction assumption 
since IE’l 62.IEI 
and GD(E’) < GD( E) 
= h,(d, m + 1, lE[, GD(E)). 
Case 2. L(E’)=l and d’=,,D(E’)<d, so m=O. 
Inorm(E)I = Inorm(E’)I 
<hh,(d’, WE’), IE’I, GD(E’)) by induction assumption 
dh,(d- 192. PI, 2. Id, WE)) since d’<d- 1 
= h,(d, 0,2.lEl, GD(E)) by definition of h, 
= Md, 1, I-4, GDP)) 
= h,(d, m + 1, IEI, GD(E)). 
Case 3. I’ =df L(E’) < 1, so m = 0. 
Inorm( = Inorm 
d h,,(GD(E’), ME’), IE’I, GDP’)) by induction assumption 
< h,- ,(GD(E), 2. IEI, 2. IEI, GD(E)) since hlP 1 B h,, 
= MO, (42. I-4, WEI) by definition 
= MO, 1, IEI, GD(E)) 
d h(d m + 1, IEI, WE)). I 
3.5. Super-Elementary Normalization Functions 
We turn to exact normalization functions for SF,. For each 1 <O we 
show that the normalization function for SF,, as a function on codes of 
expressions, is super-elementary. 
Fix a canonical (Godel-) coding of expressions, EH #E, with elemen- 
tary functions i, 2, fi, ci, and F, such that for every expression E, f( # E) = 
CL(E), d( #E)= CD(E), fi( #E) = M(E), ci( #E) = [El, and if E=, E’ 
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then i( #E) = # (E’). Such functions can easily be defined so as to return 
0 when the argument is not the code of an expression. For 12 0 we define 
the function it, by 
ri,(d,m,x)=O if either x is not the code of an expression, 
I> i(x), d> d(x), or m > h(x); 
Otherwise: 
Otherwise: 
ri,(d, m, x) = fil- ,(d, m, x) if i(x)<]; 
i&)(0, 0, x) = x 
ri,(d, m + 1, x) = ri,(d, 112, i(x)) 
ri,(d+ 1, 0, x) =fi,(ci(i(x)), C@(x)), i(x)) 
A,+ ,a 0, x) = Mw(x)), WYX)), f(x)). 
LEMMA 20. 
VP(E) = (4 d, m) then #norm(E) = ri(CL(E), CD(E), M(E), #E). 
proof Straightforward, by nested course-of-value induction on I, d, 
and m. 1 
Let 
fi(xh xl 
if x = #E for some E with CL(E) 6 1, 
otherwise 
LEMMA 21. For each 12 0, the function N, is super-elementary. 
Proof: For each 12 0, N, is defined from elementary functions by com- 
position and course-of-value recursion with parameter substitution. The 
latter can be converted to instances of (simple) recurrence (see, e.g., (Rose, 
1984, Sect. 1.3)). Moreover, all these recurrences are bounded by functions 
elementary in h,, by Lemma 19. Since, by definition, C& is closed under 
bounded recurrence, it follows that N/ is super-elementary. 1 
3.6. The Representable Functions are Super-Elementary 
THEOREM 22. RepsF2=cff4. 
Proof: We have RepsF, 2 &d by Lemma 12. 
For the converse, suppose that E represents in S’F, an m-ary function f, 
with inputs of type v,, ... vI, and output of type v,, (I, ... 1, < 1). Then, for 
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every k, . ..k.,,kO, norm(Et%;‘1 . ..I?>) is 17, where ~=,~f(k,, . . . . k,,). Note 
that (PJ = f(k,, . . . . k,). Let c(k,, . . . . k,) =dl # (Ek, . I?,), which is an 
elementary function. Then f(k,, . . . . k,) = ri(N,(c(k,, . . . . k,,))). Thus, by 
Lemma 21, f is the composition of super-elementary functions, and so it is 
super-elementary. 1 
4. LIMITATIVE PROPERTIES OF THE STRATIFIED CALCULUS 
4.1. Length of Reduction Sequences 
The representability of all super-elementary functions implies that there 
is no super-elementary function that bounds the length of reduction 
sequences. 
LEMMA 23. There is no super-elementary function b such that, for every 
expression E of SF,, b( 1 El ) 2 the length of the shortest reduction sequence 
starting with E. 
Prooj Suppose b were a function as above; then c(x) =df 
p’“+‘).(x+2)’ 1 1s a so super-elementary, and therefore represented by some 
expression C. Then, for any k > ICI, 
b(k + 1) = b( 1 Ckl ) b the length of the shortest 
reduction sequence starting with Ck. 
Since a reduction on an expression E at most doubles IEI, this implies that 
c(k)>2”““+“.(k+ 1) by definition of c 
= 2b’k+“. I& 
> Inorm(Ck)l by the property above and the 
assumption on b 
= c(k) since C represents c, 
a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 24. There is no super-elementary function B such that, for 
ever-v expression E of SF,, B( # E) 2 the length of the shortest reduction 
sequence starting with E. 
Proof: Suppose B were a function as above. Let 
b(x) =df max{ B(e) I e = #E for some E with no vacuous abstractions, 
and with [El <xl. 
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The number of expressions E as above is exponential in x, so b is elemen- 
tary in B, and if B is super-elementary then so is b. Since vacuous abstrac- 
tions have no effect on reductions, we have, for every expression E, 
b( IE\ ) > the length of the shortest reduction sequence starting with E, 
contradicting Lemma 23. 1 
4.2. Complexity of Equality 
Given a A-calculus L, the equality problem for L, Eq[L], is the problem 
of deciding, given two expressions of L, whether they are p-equal. Statman 
(1979) showed that Eq[F,]E&,-&. 
THEOREM 25. Eq[SF,] E&~ - &. 
ProoJ: Let H(I, x’) =df h,(i). By Lemma 18, H is defined by course-of- 
value recurrence with parameter substitution from q E &: 
H(O, d, m, x, g) = r(d, m, xl 
WI+ A 4 m, x, g) = H(L g, ~(4 m, x), q(d, m, xl, g). 
So HE C& (see (Rose, 1984) or (Schwichtenberg, 1969)). Let N’(x) =df 
NfC,,(x); then N’ E &, since N’ is definable by recurrences bounded by 
functions elementary in H. It follows that the function 
dx, Y) =df 
1 if N’(x) = N’(y) 
0 otherwise 
is in c&, and decides P-equality of expressions of SF2. Thus Eq[SF,] E CC%. 
Suppose Eq[SF,] E&. Let {En}n b e an elementary enumeration of all 
A-expressions of SF,. The assumption implies that the function 
.f(4=df{~ 
if E,n=,ii 
otherwise 
is in 6)4, hence representable by some E, E SF,. But then E,k =B 0 iff 
E,k =B i, a contradiction. 1 
5. STRATIFIED POLYMORPHISM WITH TYPE RECURSION 
5.1, Recursive Types 
Suppose t is a type expression of F, in which the type variable t has no 
free negative occurrences (an occurrence is negative if it is in the negative 
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scope of an odd number of -). Then t H t, understood as a set theoretic 
operation, is positive, and has a minimal fixpoint (Aczel, 1977; Mendler, 
1987). Let pt .r be a new type expression, intended to denote that minimal 
fixpoint. (Mendler, 1987; Leivant, 1990a) discuss several calculi in which 
F, is augmented with constants and reduction rules, intended to convey 
that meaning of pt.7. We briefly describe the stratified variants of two of 
these. 
Let F,I be F, augmented with type expressions pt.z for every r and t 
non-negative in r; with, for each such 6 = ,ut.z, a closure constant Cg, of 
type t[s] -+6, and an induction constant I,, of type Vs.(Vt.((t -+s)-+ 
r -+ s) + 6 -+ s); and with a new closure reduction, mapping I,aE(C,F) to 
B(I,oE)I; (a an arbitrary type, z[S] =dft[d/t], E of type Vt.((t -+ (T) -+ 
T + CJ), and F of type r[6]). 
PROPOSITION 26. A stratzfied version SF,1 of F,I must have L(pt’.z) = 
I= L(z). 
ProoJ: If the type of I, is Vsnr. (Vt’. (( t + s) + z + s) + 6 + s), then the 
type of E in a reduction as above is Vt’. ((t + a) + z + a). Since 6 is an 
argument of E, L(6)< 1. On the other hand, except for the trivial case 
where t is not free in r, z is of level 21. Hence, to permit the type pt’.z, with 
t free in r, we should have L(pt’.z) = 1. 1 
Proposition 26 states that an inductively generated type has the same 
level as the level of the operator defining it. This bit of impredicativity is 
implicit in a number of foundational contexts, notably in the justification 
of induction (Leivant, 1990~). We conjecture that, as a result, there are 
numeric functions representable in SF,1 that are not representable in SF,. 
This would be in contrast with the innocuous computational effect of 
adding recursive types to F, : Every function representable in of F,I is 
provably recursive in second-order arithmetic (Mendler, 1987), and is 
therefore already representable in F, (Girard, 1972). 
Another extension of F, with recursive types, F,p, has recursive types 
6 = pt.7 as above, but no new constants or reductions. Instead, F,p 
liberalizes the typing conditions of F,, as follows. Let =Ic be the symmetric 
and transitive closure of the relation that holds between types c( and B if p 
results from replacing in c( an ocurrence of 6 by r[S], for some 6 = pt. r. If 
E: cr -+ p, and F: cr’, with B =,, o’, then we let EF be a legal expression, of 
type p. F,p is consistent with pt.t being interpreted as any fixpoint of 
t H r, not necessarily the minimal one. In a stratified version SF,p of F,p, 
the requirement L(pt’.z) = i= L(z) is immediate, from the explicit iden- 
tification of 6 with z[S] in the typing rules. 
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5.2. Algorithms Representable Using Recursive Types 
Although adding recursive types to F, does not result in new functions 
being representable, it does allow new algorithms to be typed. Consider the 
function if y > x then b else a, an equational program for which is 
f(s(x), y, a, b)=f(y, x, b, a) 
f(O,y,a,b)=a. 
A i-representation for this program, relative to Church numerals, was 
invented by Maurey (reported in (Krivine, 1987)): Let F=dfAf, g. gf 
A=,,Lu.a, and B=,,lu.b. Then 
FCn+ “A(FC”‘B) = F(FC”‘A)(FC”‘B) 
=B FC”‘B(FC”‘A), 
FCo’A(FC”‘B) = A(FC”‘B) 
= P a, 
Fco’B(Fc”‘A) = B(F[*‘A) 
=p b. 
So f is represented by the expression M = Ix, v, a, b. xFA( yFB). 
While this expression cannot be typed, for Church numerals as input and 
output, in F, (Krivine, 1987), we have: 
PROPOSITION 27. Maurey’s algorithm can be typed, as a function over vo, 
in S’F,p. 
Proof: Let s be a type variable of level 0, o=,,v[s], and 6 =dl 
pt’.(t+o)-+cr. So 6=,,(6+rs)+o. Hence F,=dfiffb+ag6.gf is correctly 
typed, and has type (6 + CJ) + 6 + (r, and F2 =dl,lf ‘g’+“. gf is correctly 
typed, and has type 6 + (6 + a) -+ G =N 6 -+ 6. Also, A =dT ,U. a% is of type 
6 -+ 0, and B=,, k./+0. b”Os is of type 6. 
It follows that the expression 
~x”0y”oa”0b’o.As.x(6 + a) FIA(yGF,B) 
is a typed form of M, in S’F,p, which represents Maurey’s Algorithm 
over vo. 1 
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